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# Support for Education, Research and Administration 
 

”From technical specification to service delivery” 

Or “Going from repairing to delivering”. 
 

Summary 
IT-support at the Lulea University of Technology, Sweden, 14000 students, consisted 
up to the beginning of 2006 mainly of technical support. The support was described in 
terms of technology like computer model, amount of CPU, size of core memory, 
backup descriptions in terms of online storage, frequency time between backups etc. 
The quality of service was orally said to be ”as soon as possible” which implied that an 
incident would be “looked upon the next day and the ambition was to fix it in a 
week”. The security problems were immense – e.g. some web servers were restarted 
once a day due to hacking.  
 
To that the IT-service in the end of 2005 got a drop in funding with 23 % and an 
order to maintain service level. Although the IT-service cut out almost everything 
from support contracts to education of staff it was almost on its knees. The familiar 
place where most people had their own rooms had to be replaced with an office 
landscape. The formal organisation was changed. The informal structure was beaten 
and the mood was low. 
 
With that in background we also had to implement the new IT-strategy vision. The 
challenge was now to implement a system and even more important – the attitude - 
that delivers ”service not technology”.  
 
We are still on the route to do so. Slowly are we changing the thinking from ”we 
need more people” to ”how can we deliver in another way”. But still the arguments 
often heard are ”IT-service must forbid the users to use that specific application” or 
“they should only be allowed to use one type of application and one single version” 
etc. 
 
How we attacked these issues with SLA’s, agreements, negotiations, introducing 
“computer power”, guaranties, consolidation, change of billing system, and how we at 
the same time found the lack of internal communication to be one of the main 
problems in this development – this and some errors will shortly be described by the 
officer for customer relations. 
 
For in the end - we did deliver - although we didn’t cut 23 %– we cut 15% - and we 
did implement the alfa version of our Service Level Agreements. 
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Background 
The University board took an IT-strategy in the end of 2004. The following IT-plan 
reorganized the IT-support into two central IT units, a new demanding strategic unit 
(ITE) and a delivering IT-service unit (ITS). The same plan had the vision to reduce 
IT-costs with at least 10% or estimated 1.2 Million Euro (M€), not visible costs 
included. The ITS budget was at that time 5,4 M€. In the end the IT-units had to 
take all the 1.2 M€ as direct costs.  
 
The university had at that time severe security problems. The older IT-organisation 
with IT-support people inside 12 of 14 departments had just moved these people to 
the central computer service, although their salaries at first was paid directly from the 
departments.  The decrease in total IT-money (not only founding) was combined with 
a strict order to keep the same service level as in 2004. 
 

The facts to start with 
Lulea University of Technology is situated in the upper corner of the Bothnia Bay. It 
is spread over 4 campus, Lulea (main campus), Kiruna 350 km north, Skellefte 140 km 
south and Pitea in-between 50 km.  The turnover was 150 Millon Euro. The IT-
Service budget for 2006 was decreased by 23 %, from roughly 5 Million € to 4M€. 
This included the funds for the common university services and payment from the 
individual departments. 
 

The mission 
Secure the university from hackers, reduce IT-costs and do maintain the same service 
level. In practise – do it with the same old infrastructure still mainly controlled by 
departments outside the control of IT-service (ITS). 
 

Start 
To  secure the university we reinstalled all (!) computers at the university and set them 
behind firewalls. We also separated them on different nets and on a majority we took 
away the possibility for user configuration. – We had now got the academy’s full 
attention. Inside the ITS we reduced number of servers with 50% and email systems 
from 8 to 3, we reduced number of computer server halls to two geographically 
separated places. ITS moved to office landscape and reduced office area, gave up 
computer room for repairing etc. 
  
But to uphold the service level – it was first necessary to define the actual service level 
of 2004. It was second necessary to name and define any service as a ‘defined service 
with a known quality’ and not as a technical description. It was third necessary to start 
changing the attitudes among both the delivery people and the buying customers from 
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the thought ”tailor support and repair” to the thought ”manufactory packed services at 
a fixed price”. 
 

How?  
We looked around and found only a few universities that had started in the same 
direction. In spirit of their work we developed 50 different services with a goal for 
each service and a level for delivery and a limit for major under-delivery. One major 
change was introducing a user account with a real price 14€/month. Another was the 
implementation of a base software packet including Office. A third the delivery of 
robust computers locked from the user’s curiosity. A fourth that operation of a 
computer rented from ITS was given a decrease with 10%. This to enforce buying 
”computer power” not ”computer operation” in order to rationalize the infrastructure 
by way of standardisation computer hardware to fewer types. 
 

Quality of service (QoS) 
The informal policy ”as soon as possible, with start next working day and ambition to finish 
in less than a week” was (is) deeply rooted. Any suggestion to the IT-staff that a 
customer probably would be more interested in ”immediate response, and the 
guarantied fixed time - when the computer would be up and running” did meet a lot 
of protests: ”we can’t guarantee, the net may go down, we don’t know what kind of 
error it will be, we may be out of repairing kits, we can’t measure etc.” – So in the 
end, for a start – we remained on this level as the base but had the vision to introduce 
a bronze level with fixed limits. 

SLD/SLA  
We introduced something today known as Service Level Agreements (SLA). The alfa 
version was called SLDs (Descriptions) and they included a rough description to be 
able to be understood by anyone. It also defined what does the user get by way of this 
service. And it stated the level when the delivery is not fulfilled. I must here emphasize 
the importance of the users view, - not “2 RAM, 3 GHZ, backup taken twice a day 
to tape” - but  “,,robust stationary computer facility, if failing - functionality will be 
replaced in 4 hours” or  “, ,destroyed files will be recovered in 2 hours after request 
with data not older than 24 h”. 
 
We now learned to write only what we aimed to deliver, never specifying things you 
don’t want to deliver. Keep the discussion on what you promise - everything else is of 
course excluded! 
 
We also learned to promise functionality not things. Never promise to replace a failing 
computer with a computer, just promise the functionality of a computer! – If the 
customer needs a spreadsheet you will be free to give him/her anything from a Cray1 
to a thin terminal as long as it fulfils the contract. - You may have an old Cray in the 
store sometimes. ;-) 
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ITIL 
During fall 2006 we also introduced Information Technology Infrastructure Library 
(ITIL) in order to improve service functionality and quality. Among the first processes 
was Service Level Management and during the discussions we made one major 
discovery. We didn’t talk the same language in selling part and delivering parts of the 
ITS. Selling computer power or guaranties was not in the technicians’ minds. On the 
other hand, the technicians still drifted server systems no longer in contracts etc. Today 
we have a rough Service Level Request followed by Service Specification Sheets in 
order to produce Service Level Agreements. But we have not yet fully succeeded in 
slimming the SLA process. 
 

Measuring 
A discipline in itself it showed and much underestimated. Uptime 99.96 % is normal. 
But it showed to be hard to define and measure. Restart time in 2 h seemed easier to 
handle. It could be defined as the working time between the call to service desk, 
entered into the Request Tracking System and the resolve time noted in the same 
system. We did not solve that during 2006 but are facing it now. If you go to ITIL 
you will find Opening time, Availability and Reliability. We now set them to 24h a 
day, Office Time 0800-1630 and going down 21 times per month (like our CMS, 
Content Managing System). 
 

Fines or Penalty 
If you have an business with someone in private, you also expects him to deliver things 
properly – and if failing that he replaces or repairs for free. If it is a service of 
importance you may even have fines in the contract.  
 
Inside a university you work for the same cause. There is not in the university’s 
interests to move money between internal divisions. On the other hand – good and 
bad delivery must be premised and reproved. The cheapest way for the IT-unit is to 
pay a fine in money. We may than avoid a lot of meeting time which in a university 
often isn’t calculated as a cost, but in reality is. But a probably better solution is to 
‘have a meeting in a week and explain what is done to avoid repeating of the failure’. 
 

Negotiations 
With an embryo to a service list containing prices, ITS went to negotiations with the 
departments. Which took tiiiime and even more time! ITS was obliged to go throw an 
inventory research for each and every department. ITS had to discuss the principles of 
delivery i.e. known quality, with both the IT-coordinator and the head of 
administration at 14 departments. The expression “we deliver computers that run - 
instead of repairing of computers” didn’t impress the luttred academy. Of course the 
quality sentence “,,ambition to deliver in a week” did not impress or make the 
negotiations easier. But in the end they agreed to the thought “higher service level 
take a higher fee” - although - in the end months later – they had forgotten the basic 
principles and still expected a tailored service to the price of confection delivery. 
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Views of costs 
Suddenly the departments were given a full cost view. As all IT-management now was 
in the hands of ITS, the informal hidden IT-management handled by each user 
suddenly did need the acquaintance of a super-user and the costs was on the desk. The 
robust computer delivered to most users did in reality miss a lot of applications. 
‘Request for Change’ (RFC) which means installing applications, increased to more 
than 40% of the service desk issues. 
 
The calculation behind the robust computer allowed 4 h work per year all included, 
but for application installation costs outside the start package. It included the system for 
packing and spreading applications, the server for that purpose etc. ITS could not bear 
this increasing amount of RFCs. We introduced 10€ for handling RFCs which did 
not give us any more popularity. 
 
To that we had to bill the departments according to the new system. But the 
infrastructure was not up to deliver, partly due to the reorganisation mishmash. We 
only know the new secured nets of Win computers, ~75% of the computers. We 
could not get a clear view over the older nets and we did not have the courage to 
close them down. The most urgent claim was to come to an agreement about the base 
for billing. It is a matter of decency to be able to tell each IT-controller why he or she 
is billed that much. The vision must be that all costs shall be transparent. You or they 
must be able to drill down to the user and the person behind the user, to the computer 
and the disk space etc. We failed that and in November 2006 we had to fall back on 
data from the negotiations. Fairly close but not good enough. Next time - be aware of 
your facilities and computer configuration database! 
 

Views of service 
Back to fall 2006, start of student-year, 450 students coming. All computer rooms for 
the students were prepared but showed to have poor functionality, the outsourced 
printing facility was only running with difficulty, only one third of the negotiations 
were completed, there were too few services or unfitted services defined to satisfy the 
departments. The amount of RFC and Incidents and Problems increased until people 
started leaving sick or for other jobs. A number of task force weeks was introduced as 
we tried to focus on the most important parts like student computer rooms, printing 
service, telephone changes and RFCs. – The confidence for the IT-service ability was 
the lowest since the start of the university or even the start of the college some 30 
years ago. 
 
But we passed even these crises. We enforced return calls to customers the first day, 
we tried to solve all hanging requests, we reconfigured the student’s computer rooms, 
we solved expiration dates for stand alone applications like Matlab. We finished almost 
all negotiations but these of the administrative bureaus, and the department of 
computer science. 
 

Mistakes 
One IT-service mistake was to cut slices instead of take the initiative by way of saying 
“to fulfil this goal with that little money – we suggest confiscation of hardware, 
centralisation of licenses, standardisation of environments, computers and operating 
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systems, etc and replacement of the old hardware with a modern infrastructure that we 
suggest look like,,,,,,”. Instead we had to deliver 23% cheaper to almost the same 
infrastructure as before and had an increasing demand for more support and repairing. 
 
Another mistake was to be the sole scapegoat, that is be given the full leadership 
responsibility for the quality decrease. In reality the head of departments had used the 
centralisation of IT-staff as an opportunity to decrease their spending of IT-support 
and in reality the service level. But they didn’t make a big fuzz of it.  
 
A university mistake was (in my view now), that an IT-governance was not in place. 
The ITS lacked a powerful discussion partner that could have been able to support the 
change. A formal IT-governance can vote down strong academic departments, while 
the IT-service is forced to come to consensus with them all.  
 
Observe! A quality level “,,,as soon as possible,,” may sound good, but it binds 
whipping to your back, as the customer expects help in 15 minutes and the service 
people think they can deliver when they get time. 
 

Conclusions 
Measure! Communicate inside! Set realistic quality limits! Wake up to ‘computing is a 
commodity’ and much more rationalised outside the universities! Introduce an IT-
governance from the beginning. 
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Appendix 1. Example of technical focus 

IT-units delivery and service level 1995 
 
All support is delivered within normal office time Monday to Friday 800 – 1600. 
Support, outside basic drift, at none office time will be billed. 
Support at none office time may occur if a department finds it necessary and IT-unit 
has available personal resources. Such work may only be ordered by the person 
appointed by the department in question and should be in accordance with customer 
responsibilities. 
 
Vast job within the agreement (more than one person and more than 3 h) will be 
planned by IT-unit, which within 14 days will inform the department of the time 
schedule. 
 
IT-unit takes responsibility for administration and follow-up of hardware agreements 
taken by the department. This implies to recon all systems, make a list over the systems 
and maintain a proper level of agreements for hardware support. 
 
IT-unit handles contacts with manufacturers concerning hardware error that shall be 
handled according to guaranties or support agreements. In case the manufacturer 
chooses to make spare parts available, IT-unit will make the reparation. 
 
Bills concerning things that IT-unit has ordered for the customer from SUN or other 
manufacturers of computer hardware will be inspected and passed to the appropriate 
customer for paying. 
 
IT-unit will contact appointed persons if necessary in order to confirm reparation costs 
or costs for material.  
 
The localisation of equipment in the computer hall shall be in consensus with IT-unit 
in order to make it possible for IT-unit to fulfil its obligations. 
 
Student systems have the same priority as other systems during semesters (Aug 20 – Jun 
10). The rest of the time support is done as soon as the working situation so permits. 
 
Moving to new facilities, down taking, wasting, cleaning of computer hall etc is not 
within this agreement. 
 
Operation on the system made by customer (or with person who has access to the 
customer’s computer) is on the customer own risk. If IT-unit have to take actions due 
to that a bill will be sent. 
This was drawn and translated from the quality part of agreement of year 1995/bengt-olov 
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Appendix 2. 

SLD7i01 User account staff 
 

Service description 
The service gives basic availability to the infrastructure of LTU in the aspect accessing 
different systems.  
 

Aimed group 
Users within Lulea University of Technology 

Benefit to customer 
Makes it possible for the user to access systems to save information, read/write e-mail, 
access and synchronize calender, recover files etc. Makes allowed systems available 
independent of time and space.  

Definition of service 
The service concerns: 

• User account 
 

The service includes: 
• User identity and password by way of LTU’s catalog services.  
• Common login (Singel Sign On) at most of LTU.SE 
• Availability of bas application package according to SLD7i05 
• Personal home catalog with 500 MB disc space. (May be extended by SLDs04 

Increased disc space) 
• Personal e-mail address with 200 MB box space (May be extended by SLD7s05 

Increased e-mailbox). 
• Calendar function 
• E-mail by way of web or IMAP/SMTP 
• Spam filter 
• Access to work place from external net, by VPN or tunneling or over Internet.  
• Recover possibility of user catalog and e-mail files. 
•  
Limitations: 

• Calendar function is only supported for Exchange e-mail system.  
 

Quality 
 
Goal Limit 
Open for possibility to access Function will be reestablished as soon as 
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LTU’s infrastructure and services 
24 h a day. Available during 
LTU’s office hours 

possible with ambition to deliver within 40 h 

 
 
 
Contact person E-mail Telephone 
If in need of help and error 
notification – do contact LTU 
service desk.  

Servicedesk@ltu.se 1664 alt. 0920-491420 
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Appendix 3. 

SLD7o03 Stationary robust computer 
 

Service description 
The service gives access to operation of a computer for normal use. Network safe from 
hacking, virus protection, basic application package are included. More applications 
may be installed for a fee, e g package for the department. Replace function is available 
when you are using hardware rented from ITS. 
 

Aimed group 
Most users at Lulea University of Technology. 
 

Benefit to customer 
IT-service maintains the computer and delivers service and support, and may offer 
replacement function for bas application functionality as an extra service. 
 

Definition of service 
The service includes:   

Maintenance of a stationary computer including service and support. Delivery of 
replacement functionality to at least basic functionality as an extra service.  
 

The service includes: 
• Basic applications according to SLD7i05 (Basic application package) 
• Operativ system, chosen from a list from ITS 
• To keep the system connected to the infrastructure of LTU, cataloge system, 

printer- and storage facilities according to the security policies of LTU. 
• Applications for virus protection. 
• The computer is connected to a secure net (C-Class). 
• Only delivered to users within the LTU catalogservice.  
• Only computer hardware included in the governmental agreement for 

hardware is supported. Other computers need special agreements.  
 

Limitations: 
• Installation and upgrades above bas package is not included but is installed after 

separate order and to a fee.  
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Quality 
 
Goal Limit 
The service is open 24 h a day. 
The computer functionality is available  
during office time.  

As soon as possible with ambition to 
deliver within 40 working hours 

 
Addendum bronze 

 
 
 
 

Addition includes 
• Occasional replacement function when failing. If hardware is replaced central 

delivered applications are replaced within a few hours.  
• Normally a crashed computer is replaced but the service may exceptionally be 

limited to function for bas application e.g. thin client 

 
Responsibility 
The customer is responsible for: 

• That installed applications have a valid license.  
• That test of function is done within 16 h, there after are all requests for change 

considered as new orders.  
•  
• If bronze level is in use – remind the service desk  

 
Contact person E-mail Telephone 
If in need of help and error 
notification – do contact LTU 
service desk.  

Servicedesk@ltu.se 1664 alt. 0920-491420 

 

Goal Limit 
The service is open 24 h a day. 
The computer functionality is available  
during office time. 

Computer function is replaced as soon as 
possible and not later than within 16 h 
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Appedix 4 Pricelist alfa version    

    

Services from IT-service LTU   1 Euro ~ 9 Sek 

Always including support from 
Servicedesk 

   

 SLD   
User services    
User staff SLDi01 144 Sek/month 
User reduced SLDi02 60 Sek/month 
User guest SLDi03 30 Sek/month 
User student SLDi04   
Basic package SLDi05   
Telophony SLDi06   
    
Packages, in full, computer and 
operation (hard & software) 

   

Working place thin complete SLDp01 327 Sek/month 
Working stationary robust, complete SLDp02 604 Sek/month 
Working stationary research, complete SLDp03 632 Sek/month 
Working place flex (laptop), complete SLDp04 758 Sek/month 
Student computer room, thin, complete SLDp05 327 Sek/month 
Student computer room, thick, complete SLDp06 604 Sek/month 
    

Operation services including net 
and virusprotection 

   

Serverpower and applications for thin 
client 

SLDo01 32 Sek/month 

Operation terminal, thin SLDo02 95 Sek/month 
Operation of computer, robust SLDo03 283 Sek/month 
Operation of computer, flex (laptop) SLDo04 373 Sek/month 
Operation of computer, customer 
operated 

SLDo05 283 Sek/month 

    
Storage    
Archive copy SLDs01 8 Sek/Gb 
Storage without recovery SLDs02 8 Sek/Gb month 
Increase of storage mailbox 200 Mb SLDs03 25 Sek/200Mb month 
Increase of storage user + 500 Mb SLDs04 16 Sek/500Mb month 
Recover possibility of files SLDs05 32 Sek/500Mb month 
Coursedisc à 25 Gb SLDs06 200 Sek/25Gb month 
    
Miscellaneous    
Support SLDm01 0  
Port outside firewall SLDm03 25 Sek/piece month 
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Place in serverhall SLDm04 75 Sek/rackplace 
month 

Calendar syncronizing SLDm05   
System development SLDm06 550 Sek/hour 
Webhotel Apache SLDm07 500 Sek month 
Webhotel IIS SLDm08 500 Sek month 
Application installation (packeting) SLDm09 2200 Sek/application 
Application management SLDm13 550 Sek/hour 
    
Teamwork, collaboration    
Special e-mailbox SLDt01 70 Sek/piece month 
E-maillist SLDt02 10 Sek/piece month 
Projectroom by Project Coordinator SLDt03 1490 Sek/piece month 
Video-/distance studio SLDt04 ?  
E-meetingroom Marratech SLDt05 1250 Sek/piece month 
 
 


